Our unsustainable Energy use in (OECD) Western Europe
What are the limits and how fast do we need to change?
M. Dittmar, ETH Zurich, ENSSER and CSS

• Some growing global problems and how ”we” fail to react.
• Western Europe: Remaining Energy Resources:
Our unsustainable energy use in Western Europe.
• Learning from “Greece” and other EU crisis countries?
• Towards a rational scientific understanding of the unavoidable changes
during the next 20-30 years not only in Western Europe.
• Closing the knowledge gaps .. some ideas to summarise?
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Global and local problems (I)
and how talking does not solve them!
20 (40) years of “Sustainable Development” (1)
UN meetings Stockholm (1972), Rio (1992) and Rio+20 (2012)

“World Remains on Unsustainable Track Despite Hundreds
of Internationally Agreed Goals and Objectives”
Guardian Headline (June 12, 2012), about the new UNEP publication “Global Environmental
Outlook” (June 6, 2012) at http://www.unep.org/geo/pdfs/geo5/GEO5_report_full_en.pdf

Some details from the report:
• Population increased from 3.9 billion (1972) to 5.5 billion (1992) to 7 billion 2012;
and (without “collapse”) 8-8.5 billion people want to live in 2032!
• Non renewable energy resource consumption almost doubled from 1972 to 2012.
• CO2 levels in the atmosphere: 330 ppm (1972) to 359 ppm (1992) to 397 ppm (2012).
Growing by about 2-3 ppm/year now at around 407 ppm (average CO2 level 2017)
• The world failed to reach the Millennium Development Goal (MDG) target of a significant
reduction in the rate of biodiversity loss by 2010.
“The pressure on biodiversity continues to increase. Habitat loss and degradation from
agriculture and infrastructure development, overexploitation, pollution and invasive alien
species remain the predominant threats.”
• Economic growth has come at the expense of natural resources and ecosystems.
“Many terrestrial ecosystems are being seriously degraded because land-use decisions
often fail to recognize non- economic ecosystem functions and biophysical limits to productivity.”
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Global and local problems (II)
and how talking does not solve them!
Some headlines around the RIO+20 meeting (2012)
(20 years after the 1992 UN meeting on (un!)sustainable development policies)
At least 20 years of Mega-meetings (United Nations, G8, G20, EU etc)
filled with “good intentions” and even more “good words”:
• “Many treaties to save the earth, but where’s the will to implement them?”
(Guardian June 7, 2012)
• “Return to Rio: Second chance for the planet” (Nature, June 6, 2012)
• “African land grabs hinder sustainable development”
“Sales of forest land to corporations are dispossessing inhabitants and harming ecosystems. Nature, February 1, 2012
• ”Rio+20: Don’t wait for disappointment from the bureaucrats:”
“Today’s technocratic politicians will only ever lead from behind, once a critical mass of
people have already shown the way” (Guardian June 1, 2012)
• “After Rio, we know. Governments have given up on the planet”
(Guardian June 25, 2012)

Policies of ”Sustainable DEVELOPMENT”
have made our way of life LESS sustainable!
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Global and local problems (III)
and how talking does not solve them!
We know: CO2 emissions need to be reduced by ≥ 5% per year!
(global emissions down to less than 20% around 2050!)
EU policies current scenarios inconsistent with COP 2015 promises and
likely to fail even the 2020 goal!

Sources: IEA World Energy Outlook 2016 and EU roadmap 2050
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Global and local problems (IV)
and how talking does not solve them!
Political correct ”pseudo scientific” UN ”sustainability” discussions
exclude Energy resource problems like a taboo! Example I:
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC 2013 reports)
Physical Science Basis (Chapter 6) and Mitigation of Climate Change (Chapter 7)
http://www.ipcc.ch/publications_and_data/publications_and_data_reports.shtml

and: Quote from Chapter 7:
”Fossil fuel resources are not fixed; they are a dynamically evolving quantity. The estimates
shown span quite a range reflecting the general uncertainty associated with limited knowledge
and boundaries. Changing economic conditions, technological progress, and environmental
policies may expand or contract the economically recoverable quantities altering the balance
between future reserves and resources”
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Global and local problems (V)
and how talking does not solve them!
Political correct ”pseudo scientific” UN ”sustainability” discussions
exclude Energy resource problems like a taboo! Example II:
The widely used “Ecological” Footprint concept (Wackernagel et al.)
https://www.footprintnetwork.org

consider that: Quote from FAQ: https://www.footprintnetwork.org/faq/
”An alternative method would be to calculate the consumption of fossil fuels according to the
productive area required to regenerate them, which would result in a carbon Footprint many
hundreds of times higher than the current calculation.”
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Global and local problems (VI)
and how talking does not solve them!
Political correct ”pseudo scientific” UN ”sustainability” discussions
exclude Energy resource problems like a taboo! Example III:
the footprint concept now too radical for politicians
(e.g. the unsustainable overshoot and global inequality problems!)
UN (etc) use now the ill defined concept of “planetary boundaries”:
with no space foreseen for limited finite resources!
thus: not considered → no problem!

Quote from http://www.stockholmresilience.org/about-us.html
“The Planetary Boundaries concept has, since its inception in 2009, become one of the most
important frameworks for global sustainability thinking. Led by Johan Rockström, 28 internationally renowned scientists identified and quantified a set of nine planetary boundaries within
which humanity can continue to develop and thrive for generations to come. Transgressing
them substantially increases risks of crossing tipping points in the Earths climate and ecosystems leading to abrupt or irreversible changes.”
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Western Europe: resource use and remaining
resources (I)?
Uranium mining terminated since 2000, oil extraction declining by 6%/year
since 2004 growing unsustainable import dependencies!

Oil Depletion Curves in Europe
(Norway, UK, Italy, Danmark)
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source: BP Statistical Review 2002 and 2017
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Sources: BP statistical world energy review
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Western Europe: resource use and remaining
resources? (II)
Coal production declining (consumption 2016 = 238 Mtoe)
Gas production declining (consumption 2016 = 386 Mtoe)
growing unsustainable import dependencies!

Sources: BP statistical world energy review
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Oil consumption: Doing better than “Greece”?
The coming oil consumption decline in Europe..
Since the 2008/9 economic crisis: Oil equivalent consumption declined
in OECD Western Europe (overall consumption declined from 15.6 mbd
(2005) to 13.4 mbd (2016))
consumption declined by about 20-30% in Southern European crisis
countries!
sources: BP Statistical Review + IEA(WEO2016) + modelled extrapolation

oil consumption(production) [mill. barrel/day]

OECD Western Europe oil equivalent consumption and production
(imports = consumption - production)

consumption OECD Europe
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all imports combined
from FSU countries
production in Europe
from Middle East OPEC + Africa
from Middle East OPEC
WEO 2016 IEA NP model
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Sources: BP statistical world energy review and M.D. http://rdcu.be/zjew
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Importing/Exporting Oil 2021 and 2015
The near future IEA view for OECD Europe:
Imports (consumption) expected to decrease by 10% (2016 to 2021!)
Crude oil imports to the OECD Europe and OECD Asia: Decrease by at least
≈ 1 mbd! each
(Imports to China/India to grow by 2 mbd or more!)
Source IEA MediumTermOilMarket report 2016
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Towards a rational scientific understanding (I):
the future of energy use oil and Oil consumption
A different vision from the IEA (International Energy Agency):
Time of cheap oil is over since 2008
Faith Birol IEA chief economist (Spring 2008):
“We should leave oil before it leaves us!”

Source IEA, Word Energy Outlook 2016
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Towards a rational scientific understanding (II):
the future of energy use oil and Oil consumption
A “regional” oil extraction decline” function?
(a) Production grows and stays flat for some years (depending on many things).
(b) Without significant and profitable new fields, plateau production ends and
resulting declines during ≈ 5 years with -3%/year.
(c) Terminal decline with -6%/year (no significant new fields to be opened).

oil extraction/year [normalized to maximum prod.]

1.5
Oil extraction curves, normalized to peak(plateau)
crude oil and condensates (data from EIA(2017))
EU+Norway declining since 2002
Indonesia declining since 1999 (data shifted +3 years)
Mexico declining since 2006 (data shifted by -4 years)
Oil extraction decline model: plateau (5 years)
decline: 0.97/year (5 years),0.94/year afterwards
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see “Regional Oil Extraction and Consumption: A Simple Production Model for the Next 35
years Part I” http://ihp-lx2.ethz.ch/energy21/oilmodel2016.pdf
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Towards a rational scientific understanding (III):
the future of energy use oil and Oil consumption
Using the model: A regional oil production forecast up to 2050 for all countries and
regions. Data used: only(!) the recent past trends of conventional oil production.
Results for regional conventional oil production:
1) Middle East OPEC countries: remain for decades at todays level ≈ 24 mbd
2) All other continents/regions: The -3%/year decline starts between 2015/2020
(faster afterwards)!
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crude oil production [mill. barrels/day]

Past and future regional conventional crude oil extraction
Crude oil and condensate (EIA regional data) 2000-2014 plus update 2015/2016
Extraction [Million barrels per day] (mbd)
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Towards a rational scientific understanding (IV):
the future of energy use oil and Oil consumption
Future of unconventional oil, NGL and other oil equivalent liquids? Production far more
expensive than conventional oil (low EROEI). Use (for now) EIA/IEA expectations.
1) Shale oil, oil sands and NGL can (perhaps) grow a little more, from todays 20 mbd
to perhaps 25 mbd (around 2030).
2) decline for global conventional oil (2015/16!) and for all liquids before 2020!
3) Consequences (during next 5-10 years) for exports and regional oil consumption.
(see previous slides (page 10+11+14 for Western Europe).

oil equivalent prod. [million barrels/day]

Global oil and oil equivalent liquids (EIA data 2000-2014)
IEA2015 model (years 2020-2040)
Laherrere2015 model (2020-2050)
our model (2020-2050)
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Towards a rational scientific understanding (V):
the future of energy use oil and Oil consumption
Important points for the discussion/studies (I)
Oil much more finite than we want to believe!
in all regions outside of the OPEC Middle East!
• Nobody knows how to run a globalised and industrialised world without oil!
• Is it really true that: “Rich people and people in rich countries” have no
problem paying a factor 2-x higher oil price?
• All(!) energy resources within Western Europe are in production decline.
Russian oil is of fundamental importance for “way of life” in Western
Europe!
For how long will and can Russia deliver todays amount of oil (and gas)
to Western Europe? (Who will benefit from todays EU-Russia conflict?)
• African and Latin American countries will never become importers of
substantial amounts of oil and other energy resources.
• Which countries will get the access to the only large remaining conventional
oil resources in the Middle East (about 60% of the exploitable oil).
• What happens if “friendly” countries limit the “free oil (and gas) flow”
into neighbouring (richer) countries?
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Important points for future studies (II)
Time to remember “The limits of growth (Meadows et al.) (1972)
(1) Oil (Energy) the life blood of our globalised economy:
Will resource constraints determine the near/far future “ending” the global economy
(2) Other natural and social factors will also the future in Europe and elsewhere.
(3) My goal: rationally motivated predictions for (countries?)Western Europe!
(and similar for other regions of the planet)
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Additonal slides
Towards a global oil production model (6)
North America and Russia and FSU countries:
North America Oil equivalent consumption and production
(imports (U.S.) = consumption - production)

30
consumption U.S.
production U.S.
imports U.S.
production Canada + Mexico
consumption Canada + Mexico
WEO 2016 IEA NP model
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sources: BP Statistical Review + IEA(WEO2016) + modelled extrapolation

oil production (consumption) [mill. barrel/day]

oil consumption(production) [mill. barrel/day]

sources: BP Statistical Review + IEA(WEO2016) + modelled extrapolation

FSU Oil equivalent production, consumption and exports
(exports = production - consumption)
FSU production
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FSU consumption
FSU exports
exports to Western Europe
other exports (mainly Asia)
WEO 2016 IEA NP model
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Additonal slides
Towards a global oil production model (7)
China, India and other Asian countries:
sources: BP Statistical Review + IEA(WEO2016) + modelled extrapolation

sources: BP Statistical Review + IEA(WEO2016) + modelled extrapolation

China and India: oil equivalent consumption and production
(imports = consumption - production)
consumption China
imports China
production China
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consumption India
imports India
production India
WEO 2016 IEA NP model
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Asia (exlcuding China and India) oil equivalent consumption and production Asia

oil consumption(production) [mill. barrel/day]

oil consumption(production) [mill. barrel/day]
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(imports = consumption - production)
consumption Japan + South-Korea
+ Taiwan + Singapore
consumption Japan
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consumption Indonesia + Malaysia
+ Philipines + Thailand + Vietnam
production Indonesia + Malaysia
+ Thailand + Vietnam
WEO 2016 IEA consumption Japan
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